Let Si denote the complex unit ball 9 = {z = (zi,...,zn)\ \z\ < 1}
a = (i -|z|2)(y -£.-y zkz, JL-\ 11 ß\£ 8zk 8zk ft 8zk 8zJ
We say that a function F is harmonic in 2 if AF=0, and we define the classes Jifp(2) of harmonic functions in analogy with the classes H "(2) of holomorphic functions. The Poisson kernel corresponding to A is explicitly known [4] ; since 2 is a symmetric space of rank one, Mf"°i2) is exactly the set of all Poisson integrals of L'x(ää), 33 denoting the boundary of 3> [3] . As we show by an easy reduction to the case of p = oo, the same statement is true for every pS: 1 (with a slight modification ifp = l). Our main concern is the generalization of the classical Fatou theorem, and of its local version due to Privalov and Calderón ([1] , [7] ). For this purpose we define the notion of admissible convergence in §3. We show that in the case of « = 1 admissible convergence coincides with nontangential convergence, while for « > 1 it is stronger. It is a notion invariant under the group of holomorphic automorphisms of S¿; nontangential convergence in the case «> 1 is not. We prove Fatou's theorem for admissible convergence by some explicit estimates on the Poisson kernel and by using an extension of the Hardy-Littlewood Maximal Theorem due to Edwards and Hewitt [2] . It is perhaps worth mentioning that this is a new result even for holomorphic functions since previous investigations, being based on the euclidean Poisson integral, yielded only radial or nontangential convergence [1] , [6] .
The generalized Cayley transformation carries S onto a generalized halfplane D. In analogy with [5] one can again define the spaces of harmonic functions Jr""(D). The results described above all have their analogues in this situation, and the proofs are parallel to those for Sn. It should be noted, however, that these [January results are in general not equivalent since the Cayley transform does not carry 3tfv(@) onto Jtp(D), except in the case of p = co. The local Fatou theorem, which involves only the case p = 00, will be proved for the case of D, this case being easier to handle. Finally it will be indicated how all these results extend to products of domains of the type 3i or D.
I would like to express my thanks to E. M. Stein who, on my request, proved the version of the Maximal Theorem used in §4 at a time before either he or I became aware of the article of Edwards and Hewitt [2] .
1. Just as in [5] we denote by p the normalized rotation-invariant measure on äS (it is a constant multiple of the measure induced by the euclidean structure of Cn). We denote by V(âS) the usual //-space with respect to p of complex-valued functions on 3S. For a complex-valued function F on S and 0 < r < 1 we write Fr(z) = F(rz). We define Proof. The "only if" parts are immediate since the Poisson integral lifts as a convolution to the group K= U(n) of holomorphic automorphisms fixing 0 (Theorem 4.7 in [5] and subsequent remarks).
The "if" part for p = oe is a consequence of Furstenberg's main theorem [3] . If p < 00, let {an} be an approximate identity on the group K, i.e. a sequence of nonnegative C00-functions of compact support each having integral 1 and converging to the delta measure based at the identity element of K. Defining FB(z) = \K an(g)T(g~1z) dg, Fn is harmonic by the group-invariance of A. For 0<r< 1 we have Fn,r = aB * Fr. Hence, q denoting the conjugate exponent to p, (ii) There exists a constant C such that, for all s>0 and allfe L\3S), p{ue33\ /*(«) > s} S C i£!¿.
Proof. Let g eG. By [5, (3.4 
where Ag is a nonvanishing holomorphic function on the closure of 3. By compactness, |^s(m)|-|^9(z)|_1 is between positive bounds, and the theorem follows.
In order to get a more geometrical description of admissible convergence we define, for 0 < a < oo, z VA\e) = \ze3 TJÍ e"*or(l-|2|) and T'JJ<e) = kY'a(e) for k e K. The following lemma then shows that in the definition of admissible convergence we can use T'a(u) instead of ¿rfa(u). For the proof one notices that s/a(ke) = ksáa(e) (k e K), and so it is enough to consider the case u=e. This case can be settled by a rather simple straightforward computation.
Next, we make the estimates necessary for Fatou's theorem.
Lemma 2. There exists a constant C such that, for 0 < r < 1, SP,e(u) S C/(l-r)» (ueâf), S C(l-rf/p2n (ue@-3 §D).
The proof is a simple computation based on the explicit expression This result, together with the formulas of [5, §4] shows that the inverse Cayley transform carries Jifp(D) into Jfp(2), but not onto, unless p = ao.
To generalize the Maximal Theorem, instead of K we consider the group N of elements (a, c) = (a, c2,..., cn) e R x Cn '* acting on D by the holomorphic autmorphisms n n (a, c) : zxt-^zx + a+2i^zkck + i^ \ck\2, 2 2 : zk\-^zk + ck (k ä 2).
N leaves p(z, w), hence also h(z), S(z, w) and P(u, z) invariant. We define \(a,c)\ =Max{|a|,2|cfc|2 Proof. The group in question is isomorphic under the Cayley transform with the subgroup of G fixing the point e on the boundary of 3. It is known (and easy to check) that it is generated by N and by the maps zx m» szx, zk i-> sll2zk (k = 2,..., n), s > 0. One sees that for every fixed a these mappings only permute the corresponding domains Aa(u), whence the assertion follows.
The analogues of the domains r'a(u) are defined by ra(0) = {zeD\ ||z-/n(z)e|| < ah(z)} and Ta This shows that admissible convergence can again be equivalently redefined by using the Ta(u) instead of the Aa(u). Proceeding from here in the same way as in the case of 3 we obtain the following version of Fatou's theorem.
Theorem 7. Let felP(B) (pi 1) and let F be its Poisson integral. Then F converges to f admissibly almost everywhere.
In concluding this section let us note that, although we defined the notions of admissible convergence in 3 and D independently, they can easily be tied up with each other. In fact one can check that, at least in a neighborhood of 0, there is a relation of the type of Lemmas 1 and 4 between Aa(0) and the Cayley transform of^a(-e).
5. In this section we follow closely the argument of Calderón [1] , [7] . For a > 0 and h > 0 we define the truncated domains rha(g-o) = {g'-ite\o< t <h, \g-y\ <at}. Since u0 is a point of density, it follows that there exists c> 0 such that |gô 1gx| < c implies D9ir\ E^ 0.
We show that for any h0>0 such that h0<h, c/a0 has the required property. Let ze r*°0(u0). Then z=gx-itxe with 0<tx<h, \gö1gi\ <a0tx. By the choice of h0, |go Jgi| <c> hence 7)Sl n F^ 0. Let «=g-0e D9i n F. Then
i.e., z e r£(z/), finishing the proof.
Theorem 8. Let F be a harmonic function on D. Let E<^B be measurable and suppose that for every ueE there exist a > 0, « > 0 such that F is bounded in r£(w). Then, at almost every point of E, F converges admissibly to a finite boundary value.
Proof. First we note that it may be assumed that a and « are the same for each ue E, that \F\ S M uniformly in every T%u), and that E is bounded and closed.
In fact, defining Em = {ueE\ \F\ Sj inriif(w)}, for any e > 0 there exists ß such that, writing Ex = Ui.zc.iso Em, ß(E-Ex) < c Since F is continuous, the closure of Ex has the same property as Ex, and our statement follows. Now let r = U"eE r¡J(M). We will show that F=p + r where peJifcc(D) (so it converges admissibly a.e. on B), and |r| is majorized in T by a positive harmonic function v which converges admissibly to 0 a.e. on E. Lemma 5 will then imply that r also converges admissibly to 0 a.e. on E.
For this purpose we define the functions /, on B by fn(u) = Fxln(u) if u+i(e/n)e Y = 0 otherwise and letpn be the Poisson integral of/n. |p"| S M for each «; by weak compactness a subsequence of {pn} converges to some function p e 2^""(D).
Writing rn = Fx¡n-pn, the subsequence of {rn} corresponding to the above converges to a harmonic function r such that F=p + r. Note that each rn is continuous on F, 0 on E, and |rn| S2M on T.
